Translate your Web Site into 12 Languages With One Click! A multilingual website is essential in today's international marketplace! Websites are a crucial part of today's businesses. They generate revenue, offer an avenue for promotion and are an easily accessible means of providing information on a company. The global economy now demands that companies look beyond national borders if they wish to expand. Help your site grow and gain international popularity by allowing your web site visitors to browse your site in their native language! Give your site-users access to your website content in FOURTEEN languages! It works with static & dynamic URLs and supports all PHP, HTML, ASP, CFM, .NET. Increased Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) Search engines send out crawlers, spiders, and robots to find out more information about your website and look for the keywords used by the users to search for the relevant content. This will make users from different languages reach your indexed translated pages in their native language. Take your website to the next level Full features and details Eliminate the language barrier!
Assist your site to grow and gain international popularity by allowing your web site visitors to browse your site in their native language. Arabic - [ ] Chinese (tradit.)- Chinese (simplified) - Dutch - Nederlands French - Franais German - Deutsch Greek - Italian - Italiano Japanese - Korean - Portuguese - Portugus Russian - Spanish - Espaol Indonesian - Indo Features: .Easy to install; only Three steps in 5 minutes, we also offer full support with our software. .Give your site-users access to your website content in FOURTEEN languages! .eXtended Translator works with static & dynamic URLs and supports all PHP, HTML, ASP CFM, .NET etc...plug-in websites. .Multilanguage plug-in will allow your members and your web site visitors to choose which language they would like to view your website content in. .This module utilizes online translation servers to deliver to your website these FOURTEEN translations in seconds. .The best part is that you do not even need to know these languages yourself. .These SEF (Search Engine Friendly) URLs are automatically indexed by search engines. This means increased traffic from even those countries that do not speak the original language of your site! .And increased revenue if you have revenue generation streams on your site, such as Google AdSense! .Fourteen languages - French, German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Greek, Portuguese, Russian, Arabic, Japanese, Chinese Traditional, Chinese Simplified and Korean! More languages are to be added with time. Translation from or to other languages! For example, German sites can be translated into English and English sites into German, and so on with other languages. .SEF URLs - the address bar for your translated pages will look, for example for French, like this: yoursite.com/fr/. .Cache Memory System eXtended Translator provides you with the Translation Memory System feature, a technology designed to overcome the shortcomings of Machine Translation. The Translation memory consists of a cache folder of source and destination language pairs. Its contents are updated with every translation. New records are added to the Translation memory, while less frequently used records are replaced This feature makes eXtended Translator better than any other web site translator, eXtended Translation Cache Memory System is the only engine having this feature. .Benefits of eXtended Translation Memory System Automatic re-use of existing translated material results in faster translated page loading Improved accuracy of translated documents Improved consistency amongst translated web pages and documents. This will keep all your web pages up-to-date. Increased Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) Search engines send out crawlers, spiders, and robots to find out more information about your website and look for the keywords used by the users to search for the relevant content. This will make users from different languages reach your indexed translated pages in
their native language. Getting your company in amongst the top rankings of organic listings can be a key driver in online sales. 80 of online transactions begin with a search ranking in search engines and increase quality traffic to your website. Now compare your website with 14 languages to those sites that do not support the millions of keywords in other languages! For only 17.99 (limited offer) you can target the global market. Other translation services online charge up to $189.00 USD per Month. Click the link below to compare our solution with others. Or do your own search to see that our software is just at a fraction of the price that you would find anywhere else on the Internet.

worldlingo.com/en/products/iwt_pricing.html Take your website to the next level with eXtended Translator today!
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